
SCHEME 4
Autumn RAG Spring RAG Summer RAG

Estimation (including significant figures)
Using averages & range for comparison & mean 

from a frequency table

Plot linear functions and work out gradient/y 

intercept.

Probability space diagrams
Constructing and interpreting equal width 

histograms and pie charts.
Enlargement from a centre with positive scale factor 

Rotation from any given centre Calculate percentages using multipliers Calculate interior and exterior angles of polygons

Prime factor decomposition, HCF, LCM using Venn 

diagrams
Percentage increase and decrease Multiply and divide with decimals 

Calculations with negative numbers

Real-life linear graphs & gradient Bearings - measuring, and calculating back bearings
Use and plot scatter graphs, recognise types of 

correlation

Circumference and area of circles
Construct, solve and check linear equations with 

unknown on one or both sides

Loci, including perpendicular bisector of a line and 

angle bisectors

Expanding single brackets Constructing triangles (SAS, ASA, SSS) Express one quantity as a percentage of another

Constructing frequency tables with appropriate 

class widths

Converting between mixed numbers and improper 

fractions
Proportional reasoning using the unitary method 

Angles in parallel lines
 Add and subtract mixed numbers and improper 

fractions

Assessments: During this year you will have three formal tests, including your end of year exam.
Each half term, you will do an assessment grid for at least one of the topics covered. This will be used to help you pick out any areas 

to work on, and to give you a grade for each half term.

How to use this grid: When you have studied a topic in class, fill in the RAG column based on your confidence. 

If it's green, great! Make some revision notes to help keep yourself confident.

If it's red or amber, ask your teacher for some help. This will be a topic you need to focus on when revising, so 

it's good to sort out any problems early!
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